HOW TO MEASURE - SPRING ROLLER SHADES
BASIC GUIDELINES
 Accurate measurements are essential in order for the shade to properly fit the window opening.
 Always use a steel tape measure.
 Measure each window separately even if windows appear to be the same size.
 For inside mounts, cloth will be approximately 1-1/4” narrower than window opening.
 For outside mounts, cloth will cover window opening completely for maximum light blockage.

INSIDE MOUNT

OUTSIDE & CEILING MOUNT

Measure the exact distance between inside
surfaces of window frame at top, middle, bottom, and
use the narrowest width. This will be your
window opening measurement.

Measure the width of the window opening and add 4-6"
for maximum light blockage. If the brackets are going
to be mounted on the trim or framing around the
window, measure from the trim’s
outside edge of from left to right.

Measure height of window from inside surface at top of
window down to sill, or to the point where fabric is to
reach.

Measure the full height of the window from the top of
the outer frame to the lower sill, and add 2-4" to allow
for complete coverage.

TO REPLACE OLD WINDOW SHADES
Measure the old roller from the outside edge of the metal barrel to the edge of the roller on the opposite side. This is called a
Barrel to Barrel measurement (see Diagram below). If brackets are already mounted, measure the distance between the
brackets. For Tip-to-Tip size, measure from the outer edge of the spring end to the outer edge of the pin end.
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PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING SPRING ROLLER SHADES:
1. Type of measurement: tip to tip, barrel, cloth, or window opening.
2. Length: window opening or finished length (includes additional length for wrap around roller).
3. Mount: inside, outside or ceiling.
4. Roller type: Convolute, wood or metal.
5. Specify if eyelets, pulls, or cords are needed.
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